Accelerate Your Business Goals with Cloud Services

As a small or mid-sized business, you may not have the employees, resources, or personal expertise needed to manage your IT infrastructure. This means your attempts to deploy new technology or maintain IT systems inevitably lead to wasted time and effort, too much risk, and an overall infrastructure that may not be able to support your business goals.

This is also true when it comes to cloud service solutions related to your infrastructure, platform, email, and other IT systems.

So many companies are using cloud services today to deliver improved performance, efficiency, and scalability at a fixed monthly cost. Yet choosing the right cloud services – and understanding how to deploy and manage them – can be extremely challenging for small businesses.

Now there is a solution. CSPi Technology Solutions' Vital™ Managed Cloud Services provides industry-leading cloud services that are perfect for your business. With our Managed Cloud Services, you’ll save time, improve agility, increase scalability, and reduce overall costs. But at the same time, you’ll maximize your investment in technology and rest assured it’s fully supporting your business goals.

---

Benefits

- Implement the right cloud services to meet your specific business goals.
- Gain access to trusted IT support and experts 24/7/365.
- Minimize disruptions to critical IT systems and business downtime.
- Reduce business expenses with a predictable, fixed rate pricing approach.
- Avoid capital expenses by eliminating upfront hardware and software costs.
- Increase employees’ productivity and collaboration.
CSPi Technology Solutions Vital™ Managed Cloud Services

Our team will work with you to determine the right mix of cloud services to meet your specific business goals. Our experts provide the support you need to make sure your transition to cloud services is as fast, easy, and hassle-free as possible.

**Microsoft 365**

Microsoft Office 365 is an integrated solution providing best-in-class productivity tools, security, and device management capabilities for small to mid-sized businesses. Microsoft Office 365 delivers a complete set of productivity and collaboration tools, including Microsoft Office applications, and makes sure they’re always up-to-date with the latest upgrades, fixes, and features.

**Microsoft Azure**

Microsoft Azure is a growing collection of integrated cloud services – including analytics, computing, database, mobile, networking, storage, and web – that help businesses move faster, reduce costs, and achieve better business results. When it comes to designing and deploying a cloud infrastructure, Azure offers the right combination of technology options, design flexibility, and architecture scalability.

**Amazon Web Services**

Amazon Web Services (AWS) provides on-demand cloud computing platforms to individuals and companies on a paid subscription basis. AWS gives low cost, on-demand IT solutions to help you build and launch applications quickly, easily, and with minimum costs. With no upfront investments and a pay-as-you-go pricing model, businesses only pay what they use, when they use it.

**G Suite**

The G Suite (formerly Google Apps) is a group of cloud computing, productivity, and collaboration tools. For small businesses, G Suite gives you everything you need to do your best work, all in one place. Yet you may still need help integrating G Suite with many of your other commonly used solutions. CSPi Technology Solutions can handle this integration, freeing you to spend less time managing software and focus on your business.

**Don’t do it alone**

Keeping up with emerging technologies and trends is never easy. But now you don’t have to do it alone with CSPi as your end-to-end cloud services provider. Eliminate the burden – and headaches – related to managing complex cloud services and IT infrastructure and get back to what’s really important: running your business.
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**Your success is our success**

Learn more about Vital™ Managed Cloud Services by visiting [www.cspi.com/it-solutions/](http://www.cspi.com/it-solutions/) or contacting your CSPi representative at (866) 641.1159 or email cloudservices@cspi.com. Be sure to ask for details to receive a complimentary IT infrastructure and security health check.